A time-resolved fluorescence study of azurin and metalloazurin derivatives.
Nickel and cobalt derivatives of Pseudomonas fluorescens (ATCC 13525) azurin were prepared and their steady-state fluorescence and time-resolved fluorescence monitored. Like the copper-containing native protein, the fluorescence decay of both metallo derivatives was best fit to a sum of three exponentials, whereas the apoazurin from which they were prepared obeyed single-exponential decay kinetics. However, comparison of the lifetimes and fractional of each of the components in these derivatives to those in the oxidized and reduced native proteins revealed significant differences. These results suggest that the presence of a metal center in azurin imparts a conformational heterogeneity which is strongly dependent on the nature of the metal center. Further, the results are used to comment on current ideas concerning the geometry of the active site in this redox protein.